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ABSTRACT

In general relativity, the Riemannian connection of spacetime is tymmetric and metric-
compatibile. If we relax at first the symmetry, we arrive at a Riemann-Cartao spacetime
Ut with torsion. If we relax, additionally, the metric-compatibility, then we are led to a
metric-affine spacetime (£4,0) with nonmetricity and torsion.- In Part 1 we turn to the
(Li,g) spacetime and review an appropriate framework for corresponding gravitational
model theories. They can be understood as gauge approaches to the 4-dimensional affine
group GL(4, R)^R1. They embody, in addition to the ordinary "weak" gravitational field,
a "strong" piece, which is mediated by the connection and coupled to the hypermomentum
current.- In Part 2, by putting the nonmetricity to iero, we turn to the subcase of the
Poincare' gauge theory. We show in some detail, how this dynamic torsion theory can look
effectively Einsteiman from a macroscopic point of view. This applies also to the Einstein-
Cartan theory, which is a special case of the Poincare' gauge theory for "frozen' torsion.-
In Part 3 we present new exact solutions of the Poincare* gauge theory with mass, electric
charge, and NUT-paratneter. The properties of the new solutions are discussed.

Part 1: Metric-affine gravity

1.1 Affine geometry: A linearly connected apacetime L*
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1.3 Purely affine unified theories?
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Introduction: On geometry and physics

With the creation of general relativity (GR), Einstein made Riemannian geometry
respectable as a tool for describing the spacetime continuum. Since then the notion of the
Rienianuian curvature tenaor of spacetime became synonymous to the (tidal) gravitational
Held strength [43,103,198]. Hence the first non-Euclidian structure, used for describing
physical phenomena, was the curvature tensor. In accordance with this stipulation, the rigid
metric of special relativity was given the status of a dynamical field, which yields a non-
vanishing Riemannian curvature tensor as soon as "real" gravitational forces are around.
This success of "gcometriziug" a physical field [156,179,180,199], here the gravitational field,
brought sleepless nights to myriads of theoreticians, including Einstein himself, since by GR
the program was set to proceed similarly with other forces of nature and to " geometrize"
them step by step, or in one stroke altogether.

Not that such an obvious (empirical) fact like the proportionality of the inertial and
the gravitational mass, which led Einstein eventually to the geometrization of gravity, was
present in, say, electrotuagnetism. It was rather more the conviction that some kind of
unified structure should lay at the basis of all and, since gravitation was so beautifully
geometric, the other forces should not be able to do worse. Moreover, the borderline
between the a priori and the a posteriori in spacetime geometry was shifted by GR from the
place where Kant thought it should be located - he taught that the framework of Euclidian
geometry is an inherent structure of the way our perception organizes tbe information about
our spatial surroundings. Why should it not be possible to shift this conceptual borderline
again? Was, for example, the integrability of the transport of a meter stick (an inch stick is
equally good for that matter), which we take for granted in Riemannian spacetime geometry,
a Kantian apriori not amenable to experimental overhaul?

lu Weyl's theory of gravity and electromagnetism, which was proposed already in 1918
as the Erst unified field theory |197,19S|, exactly the assumed non-integrability of length
measurements nas related to the electromagnetic potential. Weyl's theory turned out to be
nou-viable (ace |2Ul]). Nevertheless, the door for the development of other non-Riemannian
geometries was pushed wide open.

Starting in 1917, mathematicians, or were it physicists?, broadened the scope of Rie-
mannian geometry appreciably: People like Hessenberg, Levi-Civita, Schouten, Weyl, Ed-
diugton, E.Oartan, and eventually Ehresmann, to mention just a few of the most important
contributors in a hopefully historical order (see Whittacker [203], Schouten [155], Kobayashi
aud Nomizu [79]), brought into focus the concept of a parallel displacement as the most
fundamental operation for enabling us to do physics within an otherwise "unconnected"
spacetime continuum. Thereby the metric was degraded to a secondary role, vital for
Riemannian geometry, but non-vital for the new "afflne" geometries, as they were usu-
ally called (in modern terminology: differentia ble manifold with a linear connection, see
Choquet-Bruhat et al. |29], or an L,, see Schouten [155]).

Therefore we will first turn to those affine geometries. Lateron, in Sect.1.4, we will
recognize that the affine structure, for purposes of physics, needs to be enriched by a
metric. The emerging metric-affine geometry constitutes the framework for gauge theories
of gravity, which are based on the 4-dimensional affine group .4(4, JI) = GL(l,R) g> if4 or
the linear group GL(4, R), respectively.

Although we are mainly interested in 4 dimensions, our geometrical concepts are de-
veloped for arbitrary dimension d. As will be discussed in Part 3, a higher-dimensional
metric-affine theory may become important for formulating unified gauge models of funda-

mental forces.

Par t 1: Metric-affine gravity [61,97,123]

1.1 Afisne geometry! A linearly connected spacetime Lt

Let be given a vector field v(x) on the spacetime continuum. With respect to a local
frame eo (vector basis or tetrad) * its components are va,i,e., v = v"ea. In order to formu-
late physical laws in such a geometrical arena, we need to define some sort of differentiation.
For this purpose we have to know how to parallel-displace the vector v from one point with
coordinates xk to a neighboring point with coordinates xk + drk. Under this infinitesimal
parallel displacement the vector components change according to

v0 with = -Tt B x,va)dxi (1.1.1)

In general the 1-forms Tf{i.va)di' represent a non-linear connection, see Laugwitz [91].
Adopting the pattern of Euclidian geometry, the connection is assumed to be linear in v°.
Then, the parallel displacement obeys the rule

Svf = -r,a^(x)vadxi , (1.1.2)

where r , n f are the components of the connection 1-forms referred to a local frame eo

(tetrad connection coefficients). If the frame is a natural one, i.e. associated with the
tangent vector fields di := djdi1, then eo = c>adj, and (1.1.2) reads

Svk = -IV/Vcf.!:'. (1.1.3)

In this case, Ti}
k are called the holonomic connection coefficients.

The formalism to be developed has to be covariant under coordinate transformations
x1' = x''{r') (diffeomorphisms) and local linear transformations ea> = L° oi(x)ea of the
frames (tetrad deformations corresponding to the structure group GL{i, R)). We denote
covariant differentiation by Vo and the exterior covariant differentiation by Da.

Requiring gauge covariant behavior of Vov
fl under linear transformations, yi«lds

Tia (1.1.4)

Note that the inhomogeneoua pieces with the partial derivative are non-tensoria] and typical
for a connection, i.e. a gauge potential. If the unprimed frame in (1.1.4) is a natural frame
Ok and („' an arbitrary one, i.e., ea' = e* a 'd*, then (1.1.4) specializes to

kek - e* (1.1.S)

Eq.(l.l.&) relates the holonomic connection coefficients I\j k to the tetrad connection co-
efficients r , n ' *', whereas (1.J.4) displays r . o " as the gauge potential of the GL(i,R).

The apacetime model uuder consideration is now equipped with a linear connection;
We have a linearly connected space L4.

1 o, ̂ ,7— = 0,1, 2...{d - I) are anholonomic or frame indices; i,j,k... — 0,1,2...(d - 1)
are holonomic or coordinate indices.
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1.2 Tensor content of the linear connection and Blanch! Identities

In the holonomic gauge, the connection coefficients can be decomposed into a symmetric
connection and an antisymmetric torsion part according to

with (1.2.1)

By using (1.1.5), the components Fi}- * of the torsion tensor (vector-valued 2-form) can be
expressed in an arbitrary frame as

Infinitesimal parallelograms do not close in an Lt. Their closure failure is proportional
to the torsion (... and leads in solid state mechanics to the description of distributions of
dislocations by a torsion field *).

If we parallel-transport a vector around an infinitesimal closed loop according to the
law (1.1.2), in general it does not retain its original components in an L,. A measure for
this change is the curvature tensor ("vector vorteiT)

This is the second tensor (tensor-valued 2-form) which can be derived from the connection.
The torsion F, ; * and the curvature F^J* are defined in terms of et 0 , I \ O

 fi. As in
any gauge theory, there occur equations for the field strengths, here torsion and curvature,
which have to be satisfied identically. Differentiating (1.2.2) and (1.2.3), we find the two
Bianchi identities

and
(1.2.5)

l.S Purely afflne unified theories?

Starting with Eddington {41] (see also [1SG]), there have been numerons attempts to
generalize GR on the basis of a spacetime with a pure Ln geometry. No further geometrical
structure, in particular no metric, was assumed .These theories were supposed to describe,
in a unified fashion, gravity, electromagnet ism, and, at times, some sort of mesonic fields
(see [179,180]). In these purely "afflne" unified field theories, the metric is "derived" from
the connection basically by the trick of christening the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor
(or the Ricci tensor itself, if one played with an asymmetric metric, see below) "metric"
tensor. Since the connection has a definite geometrical interpretation, and thereby the
Ricci tensor, too, it would seem to us that it is devoid of geometrical and physical content
to rename the Ricci tensor and to interprets it as the metric * , i.e., as the Einsieinian

3 For this whole development, which foreshadowed the set-up of metric-affine grav-
ity .compare Kroner [87].

3 In quantum gravity the bare metric gtJ could be amended by additional induced terms
proportional to the Ricci tensor due to field renormalization. This does not contradict the
statement above.
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graviational potential (for a more recent attempt in this direction see [44]). In this sense,
GR was not included as a sub-theory in any natural way.

Consequently, the tensors derived from the connection are devoid of an geometrical
interpretation which could qualify them as a metric. To present-day understanding, the
metric concept has to be introduced independently from the connection, yielding the so-
called mixed formalism (see |200j) in which connection and metric function independent
gravitational field variables.

1.4 Metrlc-afflne geometry: A n Lt w i t h a metric

An epistemological analysis of the foundations of physics strongly suggests a twofold
structure of the spacetime manifold, namely a separation in afflne (parallel displacement)
and metric concepts (see Reichenbach [144] and Ludwig [102]). There appears to be no other
way than postulating an independent metric structure for spacetime: The measurement of
lengths, durations, angles, and boosts being ruled by a function

<*» = /(**,<***). (1.4.1)

Geometries with such a Finslerian structure (see Rund [147], for corresponding attempts
in physics see Asanov [4] and Bogoslowskii [20]) would imply in general an anisotropic
propagation of liglit. Since, at least in vacuum, such a behavior of light is not observed, we
draw again on a pattern of Euclidian geometry with its Pythagorean theorem and assume

ds = yjgii{z)dx'dxi (1.4.2)

as a local metric of spacetime * . The metric tensor Oij{x)t besides the connection F ^ f z ) ,
represents an independent structure of spacetime.

We assume Minkowskian signature, i.e., in suitable orthonormal tetrads we have

goS = e' <V * f t > = diag(~ + . - - + ) . (1.4.3)

Fig. 1: "Angles" in a space with an asymmetric metric?

4 Incidentally, physical theories with an asymmetric metric (see Schrodinger [156] and
more recently Moffat 1119J) have been proposed repeatedly in the past. From (1.4.2) it
is evident that the antisymmetric part cr̂ n,-] of a metric has no geometrical interpretation
at all. Therefore it is a quantity which is unrelated to geometry and should not be part
of the spacetime structure underlying a general-relativistic Held theory. Von der Heyde
(priv.comm.197S) speculated that one could perhaps introduce an angle concept such that
the anirle (AOB) ?5 angle (BOA) (see Fig.l). If such a type of angle measurement concept
could be implemented in the geometry of a manifold, then on may have an option to talk
about an operationally defined antisymmetric part of the metric.
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Without restriction the geiierality ol our considerations, *f can constrain ourselves to
these (pseudo-)orthouormal frames. In future all anholonomic indices will refer to orthonor-
mal frame), i.e., our formulae will be ouly valid with respect to these frames. With gap we
can lower and, with g1'", we cau raise indices. The tetrad connection can then be written

vith

riafS •.= fffl7r,o i = r,-[„<,] + r,-(Qfl, = r l i a f l ] +y,

~ rotation <£ shear ® dilation

^ r . 7

(1.4.4)

(1.4.5)

Again the connection, this time its coefficients with respect to these ortbonormal frames,
decomposes into a connection piece r, |o^| and a tensor piece F,(„()), the latter of which
cau be split further into a traceless and a trace part. Going back to (1.1.2), we find a
geometrical interpretation thereof. If we parallel-displace an orthonormal frame from x'
to x' + da', in general the frame does not stay orthonormal; The connection type part
r^a^dx1 accounts for the rotation of the frame, whereas the tensor parts induce a shear
7,a,i dx' and a dilation A T^ 7 d i \

1.5 Nonmetrieity and Weyl vector

, ' k tensor
<?.,* •= -V,-gy* , (1.5.1)

wliich we call nonmetricity, vanishes in a \\, but in general not in a nietric-affine spacetime.
Jts trace Q, :— j Qi^ is the Weyl vector 5. We recall the definition of the torsion in (1.2.1).
Then a standard computation starting from (1.5.1) yields

T,,k : = (1.5.2)

where we used the curly brackets around indices to denote the Christoffet-type combination
{ikl} := ikl — kit + lik. Together with (1.1.5), this determines the anholonomic version of
(1.5.2). We choose the orthonormal frames e^ " as above and find

). (1.5.3)

The object of anholonomity Qa0-. := 1 gs-1e'ae'p d[,ey] * builds up the connection part6 of
r,Q0, wheras the rest are tensoria! contributions.

The nonmetricity can be nicely linked to the tetrad connection coefficients. Symmetriz-
ing (1.5.3) with respect to a and ^, yields the simple formula

r, , . . . , = l o . ™ , = 1<J nek
 KQiik. (1.5.4)

J Note the unconventional factor 1/d, which we took from Schouten [155].
* This is Gell-Mann's Cartoffel symbol.

Thereby the shear part of the connection can be rewritten as

1 1

and the dilation as
r . •> = " Qi
1 n 2

(1.5.5)

(1.5.6)

The nonmetrieity is directly related to the shear and the dilation of the frame. Therefore
the nonmetrieity has a direct geometrical interpretation. The last equation justifies to call
the dagger connection

t e ..„ p. p _
— 1 in ~ (1.5.7)

the
transparent form

part of F. Eventually (1.5.3) can be alternatively written in the

Incidentally, we called

(1.5.8)

(1.5.9)

the contortion tensor. It denotes the tensor part of the rotation of the tetrad. In the
holonomic gauge, we find

Kuk = gkt {,',-} - TiM, (1.5.10)

It is more economic ami transparent, however, if we stick to the quantities Tiag, F^ °, and
Qiap as geometrical field variables for distinguishing different models of spacetime.

1.6 Different models of spacetime

Consider Figure 2. In a Riemannian spacetime V4, we encounter the usual "twin
paradox-of the 1st kind", i.e., geometrically speaking, the direction of a parallel-displaced
vector depends on its path, it is not integrable. Because of the vanishing nonmetrieity,
however, the length of vectors and the angle between two of them remain constant under this
operation. This can be read off from (1.5.8): The tetrad only rotates and stays orthonormal.

If we switch on the torsion, still keeping the noumetricity fixed to zero, we arrive
at a Riemann-Cartan spacetime Ut. According to (1.5.8), the connection remains metric
(or metric compatible) and does not intervene with the length and angle measurements.
Via the contortion tensor, however, the spacetime aqutres new Lorentz rotational type of
"excitations", which can be taken, as in the Einstein-Cart an theory T , to accommodate
matter with intrinsic angular momentum, such as a Dirac ipinor field. A Ut, referred to
a tetrad frame, locally looks Minkowskian, since I\a(» can be gauged to zero: Therein lies
the importance of such spacetime models.

If the tetrad is subjected , besides to a rotation via T^a^, to an additional dilation
r ,7

7 by "creating" a Weyl vector Q,, light and all zero rest mass fields are insensitive to

r The literature on this theory )161,78] is quite extensive. For reviews see [60.1S1J,
compare also [24,25,37,59,81,126,159,160,184]. One should also consult [45].



these additional transformations which do not affect the light cone structure. Therefore the
Weyl-Cartan spacetiine \\ is a totally respectable model for masilets matter, at least before
the mass of the world was generated by a spontaneous symmetry breaking. Intuitively it is
quite clear that, similarly to the material spin, which would excite the contortional degrees
of freedom of spacotime (gauge theory of the Poincare' group), it is the scale or dilation
current of canonical field theory which is expected to be coupled to the Weyl vector or to
r , ^ , respectively. Therefore, in any gauge approach to the Weyl group {Poincare' group plus
scale transformations), the dilation current and, in the wake of it, a geometrical quantity
surfaces, which can be interpreted as Weyl vector Q, .8

A yit for vanishing torsion, degenerates into a Weyl spacetime W4. This was the
spacetime arena for WejTs unified field theory of 1918. It is clear by now, however, that
the Weyl vector has no relation to the electromagnetic potential, but rather to the dilation
current, an argued above. In a Yt and, likewise, in a Wt, we have a "twin paradox of the
2nd kind": Two observers bearing identical clocks and rods shall not find, meeting each
other after travelling different spacetiine paths, that their size scales are different and their
clocks tick at different rates. One twin is blown up, as compared to his brother or sister,
and his heart beats at a different frequency. Of course, such pictures are anthropomorphic;
strictly speaking, twins could not even brought to life in such a spacetime.

In any case, a twin paradox of the 2nd kind is not reflected in the behavior of macro-
scopic matter with its intrinsic, k-ngth scale. Therefore one should search for the possible
existence of the Weyf vector in the microscopic realm.9 And there, typically for niassless
Dirac fields, one should find traces of the Weyl vector.

Eventually, if one turns to the general metric-affine spacetime (Li,g) with uncon-
strained connection F ^ , and if we picture the effects otyitf on the geometry in terms of
rods and clocks, a number of vf ry unpleasant consequences come to light. The light cone
is no longer invariant under parallel transport; it can be stretched and tipped; spaceliJte
vectors (rods), after parallel transport, become timelike vectors (clocks), and so on. Clearly
this sort of behavior cannot lie allowed for physical rods and clocks, and for observations in
macroscopic physics. However, thought experiments with rods and clocks make little sense
in the domain of elementary particle physics. The onset of quantum phenomena in this
range makes the concept of a well defined light cone of zero thickness harder to justify.

In fart, instead of the Lorentz group SO[1: 3), we have the linear group Gl{i,R) as
the locally symmetry acting group, with the local metric gtj still lurking in the background.
No Dirac matter, massive or even massless, can exist in an (Lt,g). If the dilation symmetry
is broken, however, the Weyl vector is equal to zero. Then the dilation part of the (L4,g) is
subtracted out, i.e., the spacetime is volume preserving and is equipped, besides the metric,
with the dagger connection (1.5,7) . Thereby we have restricted ourselves to the SL{4,R)
as local symmetry group. Such a spacetime can support "towers" of fermions with ever

Fij. 2: Classification of a metric affine spacetime [Lt,f): Q" tracefree nonmetririty,
Q •= Weyl vector, '*'/" = torsion. This is adapted from [<U|a; for this classification see also

s For a particularly transparent exposition of these interconnections see Lord and
Goswami [98,99.100|, and also, amongst others, [3,19,21,26,74,101, 129,136). The physi-
cal conditions for the transition from a Yt to a t/4 are clearly isolated in the interesting
articles of Audretsch et al. [5,6].

9 In 1973, Dirac devised a macroscopic unified field theory with a Weyl vector [40].
Also in some papers of Smalley and Fennelly [167,168], nonmetricity is searched for in
the planetary system. We are sceptical about such attempts. Some arguments against
admitting nonmctrjeity in physics have been brought up by Hayaslii (50).We do not find
them convincing either.
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increasing spin, the "manifields" of Ne'eman and Sjjafki [124,125]. The full (£4,fl) is
expected to carry the corresponding massless manifields.

1.7 Maniflelds: Towers of fermions in metric-affine spftcetime [125|

ID flat spacetime, structureless particles are represented by induced unitary represen-
tations of the Poincare group P = 5O0(l,3) g> it* or, in the case of spinor fields, by its
simply connected covering group P = SL{2, C) g> R4.

In the presence of gravity with its curved spacetime structure, this gToup can only func-
tion as an anholonomic tangent group acting on the local frames. In the case of metric-affine
gravity, the local Lorentz group SOt){l,3) has to be enlarged to the SL{i,R) C GL{4, R)
as a local tangent group. Since SL{4,R) or the affine group SA{4,R) = SL{i,R) » R4,
respectively, was (erroneously) considered to possess no double covering, this seemed to
restrict the application of metric-affine gravity to bosonic matter.

However, Ne'eman et al. could show that ~SL(4, R) possess a "bandor" type unitary in-
finite dimensional representation. This can be constructed explicitly (cf.Cant and Ne'eman
[23,1221) in the case that they are multiplicity-free with respect to the representation of
the maximal compact subgroup K = ~SO(i) = SU(2) ® SU{2) labelled by angular momen-
tum eigenvalues < j , . j 2 >. In order to avoid a desease common to an infinite component
Majorana type wave equation

(i.Xkdh-m(p))9 = (1.7.1)

K is embedded into 51(4, R) such that a Lorentz boost will not excite a given spin state,
but act only kinematicaUy.

The Dirac type matrices A'1 have to be a vector with respect to K. This is only the
case for the discrete spinorial representation D<'"":>(A,0)ff>JG><<'i><:>(0, \) of 5i-(4,/t). After
a projection by the wave equation and a restriction to the £1.(3, R) subgroup, the spin
content of this representation form an infinite sum

2 ' 2 ' 2 ' " ' 2 ' 2 1 2
(1.7.2)

of Regfe-like A ,7 = 2 recurrences. Thereby, a complete spectrum of baryon and meson
resonances for each flavor can be obtained. Physically, this is what one should expect, since
SL(i, R) is the invariance group of a bag-like extended structure evolving in spacetime.
(Note that a rotating string is SL(2, i?)-invariant, see [15*]).

These infinite dimensional representations of the S£(4,JT} are realised by infinite com-
ponent spinor fields, the so-called maniflelds. Beginning with the Lorentj group, their
covariance properties can be stepwise enlarged according to the subgroup chain

SI(2, G) c P = SL{2, C)%R* C SA(i, R) C V (1.7.3)

until a representation of the double covering of the difleomorpbisni group D has been in-
duced.

This suggests that the manifleld * which is segregated with respect to a. local frame
by the infinite components ^A( i ) ; A,II, 0 = 1,2 oo, can be transformed into holonomic
ones. Introducing a local m&nibein frame by generalizing the tetrad coefficients c'n to the
infinite dimensional matrix EL A(*), these holonomic "world spinors" are given by

tyt-tj) — £*• lx\ qpA(i) (1.7.4)

- 1 1 -

In order to introduce covariaut differentiation for world spinors, the linear connection (1.1.2)
has to be lifted to the mauineld and then written holonomic ally. Similarly as in (1.1.5), we
find the following gauge relation

between the anholouomic (greek indices) and the holonomic (latin indices) connection for
a manitield with respect to a manibein transformation. Herein

L p - (1.7.6)

arc the infinitesimal generators of the general linear group and (L°^)n
e denotes a lifting to

the manifield representation. Then the covariant derivative, which appears in the spinor
matter Lagrangian

takes the form
A * M ( * ) = {6N

Md, - r , / (L\ ) ,v M }*"(*) . (1.7.8)

Thus manifields are also providing for world spinors, i.e. holonomic spinors whether in
Einsteinian or metric-affine gravity.

1.8 Hypermomentum

Fermious can be accommodated in the metric-affine spacetime as spinor matter maE-
ifield. The gauge principle demands that the (e< °,r,,, ^) are the (16+64) gravitational
potentials, remembering that the local metric gag is kept fixed. A theory with the (e, °,
Tia ^) -potentials of a metric-affine spacetime postulates that there exists, besides the grav-
itational interaction e, " of the Newton-Einstein type, a new type of a strong gravitational
interaction mediated by the tetrad connection 10 r<a

 ff.
The interpretation of metric-affine gravity as a gauge theory of the A(4,R) has been

particularly stressed by Lord [97,100,96] see also Hennig and Nitsch [67] and refs. given
there. The tetrad connection Ti(f is the gauge potential of the GL(4, R). The corresponding
matter current, coupled to the connection, we call hypermomentum (e := def (e,- ")}

Here tma,i iat the matter Lagrangian which b minimally coupled to the metric-afLne space-
time (Li, g);

lmat=Zm«t(ei
a,*,Di*) (1.8.2)

The 9(x} may represent the manifields discussed in the preceeding Section.
So far, metric-affine gravity is a framework for model building, not a specific theory.

It has, however, quite remarkable evidence in favor of the validity of its general structure:
The spin current

T
of)i •= Alafl' = JL^™"'. (18 3)

e 6Tila01

10 Therefore Yasstiu [205] talk? of "metric-connection theories^, compare also the inter-
eating articles of Sz.cz.yrbb [173,174,176] and Davis et al. [32].



and the dilation current

A1 := (1.8.4)

are clearly identifiable objects of Lagrangian field theory. They couple to the two irreducible
pieces of the tetrad connection r,|o«] a"d F,-y7! respectively. Is it then not natural to suppose
that also the third part of the potential, namely,F,op, has an equally well-founded meaning
in spacetime physics? And, together with it, the ehcar current

(1.8.5)

The coupling (1.8.3) is a cornerstone of the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory (EC-
theory) and of simple supergravity11 Moreover, as can be taken from (1.5.8), this coupling
can be realized in a Vt without interference from nonmetricity. If, additionally to the spin,
the dilattonal degree of freedom is excited, a non-trivial Weyl vector occurs and spaeetime
is expected to extend to a I4, see Fig. 2 ; also in this context, we have supporting evidence
for a >4 from corresponding models in conformal supergravity (see [188]). Consequently,
the splitting

AQf" = i-l""!' + - ga/'Ai + ££al)t ~ spin current © dilation current ® shear current
(1.8.6)

of the liypenuomentum parallels the decomposition (1.4.4) of the connection. Merely the
shear currrent is remote from direct physical experience.

In 1976 we developed 3 toy model [61,62] in an (Li,g) with the gravitational LagTangiau
given by

V ~ gi3Fh,f
 k + KQiQ' . (1.8.7)

Notr the projective invariance of the curvature scalar, which is broken by the squared
Wey! vector term. This models is designed to yield the EC-theory for vanishing shear ©
dilation currents. One may consider this exercise to be only a formal one, since the tetrad
connection is still is not propagating, but algebraically tied to the hypermomentum source.
Nevertheless, <?,-ofl = 0 results as a field equation for vanishing shear © dilation, like in EC-
theory, where zero torsion is induced by vanishing spin. Accordingly, metric-affine gravity
may promote an understanding under which circumstances, say, the twin paradox of the 2nd
kind can or cannot occur in microphysics.... And aren't the questions: Why a symmetric
connection? Why a metric-compatible connection?, arising in GR, well-posed1* ? Metric-
arliiie gravity is able to provide meaningful answers to these questions on dynamical grounds

11 Simple supergravity is the EC-theory of the Rarita-Schwinger field; it inherits, as
it turns out (see van Nieuwenhuizen |l88(), an additional (super-)symmetry between the
bosonic (tetrad) and the fermionic (Rarita-Schwinger) field -

12 However,at times these questions are not well-answered in the physics literature . In
Landau-Lifsbitz |90] (p.2C5), for example, we find the following; " Let us show that the
covariant derivative of the metric tensor #,* is zero. To do this we note that the relation
DAi = gikDAk is valid for the vector DAi, as for any vector." Really? Of course only
under the condition, that ft* commutes with D, i.e., if the nonmetricity is zero. Ergo the
proof amounts to a tautology.
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In addition to a Dirac field carrying spin, the hypothetical rnaniaelds supply a shear
current, which would be the source of a strongly interacting gravitational field.

1.9 Noether identities for matter and gauge Lagrangians

For the gauging of tlip affine group J4(4, R), we take recourse to the Poincare' gauge
theory (PG-theory), for which an appropriate formalism can be found, for example, in J68],
see also Hayashi and Brcguian [51], Nester [127], WaJlner [191-195], Edelen [42]. In the
PG-case, spacetime is a U^ and the gravitational potentials are the (e, a, r^^}. Since
it is straightforward to generalise this formalism to the metric-affine case, we will display
only the most important formulae and refer to jS8| for details. A related formalism for the
A(4, R) has Uceu worked out earlier by Lord [97], see also, for example, Lord and Goswami
[99,100], Sic?.yrba [173-175], and Hebl and McCrea |64],

In (1.S.2), we have coupled the material manifield Lagranpian minimally to the metric-
affine spacetime. Appling the Noether procedure to local A(A, .R)-invariance, yields the
identifications

V i . _ Q~rrta.t _ , j , Vllmat ry a, fl 9 l l

nal / r oi
( £ % ) * >

and the differential identities

Dt{eZa ') = Foi "e^f, ' + Faig - ^ - 7

for momentum and hypermomentum, provided the manifield equation

(1.9.2)

(1.9.3)

(1.9.4)

(1.9.5)

is fulfilled.
Tlie gaug-c Lagrangian V b assumed to be of first order in the derivatives of the

gravitational potentials:

(1.9.6)

The field momenta, which are canonically conjugated to the potentials, are denned by

l s According to Isham ct al.[G9,70] and Sardanashvily [152J, the metric plays a similar
role as a Goldstone field in the Coleman-Wess-Zumino scheme of non-linear realisations
of groups with a Cartan decomposition [171]. In the presence of a Goldstone-type tensor
field, the connection splits into a metric-compatible part and a gauge covariaat tensor, i.e.,
nonmetricity in the case of the GL(4, R).

- l i t -



Moreover, we introduce for the gauge fields the momentum current

( ' — i»' If — F 1 ! / i' — JP • I6 V . 3'•'

and the hypermonieutum current

(1.9.8)

(1.9.9)

respectively. Then the Noether procedure, this time applied to the gauge Lagrangian V,
yields

Ha
 (1J) = 0 , V $ ('•->> = 0 , (1.9.10)

that is.

and

together with

*v

(1.9.12)

(1.9.13)

1.10 Field equations of metric-affine gravity

The total action functional of the interacting matter and gauge fields reads

W = fd*x\ V(e, a,F,j a,Fija
 f) + Lmat(ei ",¥,£>,*) ] . (1.10.1)

The independent variables are
(1.10.2)

The action principle requires the variations of W with respect to the independent variables
to vanish. Variation with respect to * yields (1.9.5), whereas variations with respect to the
gravitational potentials leads to the two field equations of metric-affine gravity

D;Ha
 1J - ia

 i = eSQ ' , (1.10.3)

Dj)tae " - c° f, ' = eAa
e ' , (1.10.4)

where we have already substituted the Noether identities (1.9.12) and (JL9.13) on the
left hand sides.

Observe that we have not yet specified the explicit form of the gravitational Lagrangian
V, The eqs.(1.9.l) and (1.9.2 (identify the right hand sides of the field equations as ma-
terial momentum and hypermomentum currents, respectively. If we differentiate the field
equations and take care of (1.9.10), then we find the local conservation laws

dtia ' = 0 , di( ' = 0 (1.10.5)
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for the total cuergy-momentum complex

and for the hypennomentum complex

^ ft •— <- fi ' • aX~<

(1.10.6)

(1.10.7)

Both complexes are neither teusors under coordinate nor frame transformations, but each
of them obey a "flat" conservation law. At the same time these laws establish the in-
terpretation of (1.9.S) and (1.9.9) a> gauge currents of momentum and hypermomentum,
respectively.

Iu the literature, different metric-affine models have been proposed by postulating
specific gauge Lagraugians. We will not go into this, since we want to report on some, new
results of the Poincare' gauge theory, which is a sub-theory fitting the proposed metric-
.iffiue framework. We only wanted to stress that, if one relaxes the condition of metricity
of the spacetime connection, as is sometimes done in the higher dimensional approaches to
elementary purticlc physics (see [196]), then a well-developed framework is available, which
has quite an intuitive appeal.

-16-



Part 2: Poincar^ gauge theory

2.1 Irreducible torsion and curvature In Riemnnn-Cartan spacetime

Wigner's classification [204] of structurless particles by mass and spin has established
the Poincare' group P = SO0 (I, 3) iiR* as an unalterable element of special-retativistic field
theory. As shown earlier (see [9,58,107,114,176]), a viable gauge approach to gravity for
microscopic systems is based on this group, which is the subgroup of the affine group, i.e.,
the general linear group GL(4, R) amended by the translation group R*.

The geometrical counterparts of mass and spin are to be found in the torsion and
curvature of a Riemann-Cartan spacetime; in the following noumetricity will be put to
zero. Since this space has a metrical structure, the decompositions of the torsion and
curvature components can be executed much further as compared to the affine case. The
splitting [13,24,54,94,194] terminates at pieces which are irreducible with respect to the
proper Lorentz group SO0 (1,3). Accordingly, the decomposition of the torsion reads

(2.1.1)

In terms of the torsion trace Fa = F a l
 7, the irreducible pieces are given as follows:

• " - ^ [ a f l J + ^ I - F f l , (TENTOR) (2.1.2)

'»>FO / , T : =

{TRATOR)

(AXITOR)

(2.1.3)

(2.1.4)

In a similar manner the curvature can be decomposed irreducibly into the following six
independent pieces:

6

n = l

In consecutive order, these are the traceless Wcy] tensor, the pair commutator, and curva-
ture tensors built from the pseudo-scalar, the tracefree symmetric and antisymmetric Ricci
tensor and the scalar curvature. Explicitly, these are given by

* = Xap T + 26la liFp]

mFall -"> = Zog •»« + 2Sia 1

= -2S
[a

F6[a Hp]
 s , (WEYL)

, (PAIROOM)

*i , (PSCALAR)

(RICSYMF)

= -2Sla hZfi] V , (RIGANTI)

(2.1.6)

(2.1.7)

(2.1.8)

(2.1.9)

(2.1.10)

(SCALAR)

where the abbreviations

and

- Fa

~ *"" <*!>)

(2.1.11)

(2.1.12)

(2.1.13)

have been used (t)afi-ji is the antisymmetric unit tensor ). In a purely Riemannian spacetimc,
i.e., for vanishing torsion, ^Fafi

 7 i , (!iFop ~i6, and (5 'FQ|j ~>s are identically zero, whereas
{uFaS i5 degenerates to the familiar V,-Weyl tensor Caf) "

l6.
After having reviewed these splittings in Riemann-Cartau geometry, which are more

reflaed than in the purely affine case, we are now prepared to turn to the dynamics of
PG-theory.

2.2 Quadratic Poincar^ gauge theory

The choice of a possible La^raugian

L = \ + £ma, , (2.2.1)

which is gau^e invariant with respect to local Poincare' gauge transformations, may be
restricted by the requirement that the gauge potentials propagate and obey wave-type
equations, which are at most of 2nd differential order and are linear in this order [58]. In
the g r a v i t a t i l L i thi h i si-linearity leads t l i l

descriptive terms

equations, which are at most of 2nd differential order and are linear in this order [58]. In
the gravitational Lagrangian, this heuristic principle of quasi-linearity leads to polynomials
in torsion and Ut-curvature of at most second degree. In descriptive terms

(Vg ~ ~ —(curvature scalar) + (cosmological constant) +

is adopted as our most general Lagraugian density. Here

2

1

h = = 8.1 x IO~M c

+ -(curvature)2

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

is the Planck length connected with the Newtonian gravitational constant GOv, x and «
are dimensionless coupling constants, and A = /Jt,a [ > 0 is the bare cosmological constant
originating from the energy density of the vacuum (including quantum fluctuations). The
constant \ weights the strength of the conventional HiJbert-Einstein type term relative to
the quadratic torsion part, whereas K is the "strong" coupling constant of the Lorentz gauge
bosons.

For a Lagrangian such as (2.2.2), the gauge field momenta (1.9.11), canonical!)' conju-
gated to tetrad and connection, are at most linear and, consequently, can be expanded in
terms of irreducible tensors as follows:

(2.2.4)
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;£b*<*>F'J
a, (2.2.5)£

The (3+5) secondary constants nn and 6* weight the relative strength of the particular
irreducible pieces, wherehy by has been scaled to 1. Note that Ha0

 1J, contrary to the
metric-affiue case, is antisymmetric with respect to the first two Lorentz indices. The
Einstein-Cartan theory (EC-theory) is included in this 10-parameter class of Lagrangians
by the choice aa -— bn - 0, 1/x = 1. In the framework of quadratic PG-models (cf. [49,51-
54,G5,C6,72,89,153,1G4]),the EC-theory represents the case with nonpropagating torsion.

Due to Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions, the Lagrangian (2.2.2) can be writ-
ten in the more explicit form:

'1/net I (2.2.6)

Note that a second Einstein-Cartan term is hidden in the last term. This Lagrangian is
reminiscent of Yang-Mills type gauge models of internal symmetries[l37,151,185,187|.

For the PG-theory, the field equations (1.10.3,4) of metric-affine gravity specialize to
the following field equations [189,58]:

DjXa"-ta' =eZa ' , (2.2.7)

D,XO0<3 ~V[Su\ '=era? V (2.2.8)

Not unexpectedly, tlie gauge aud the material hypcrmomenta become antisymmetric and
reduce to the corresponding spin currrents, i.e., <.op ' = — X[ap] ' an<3 &ap ' = rc,p '• As
compared to the Yang-Mills equations of non-broken internal symmetries, the additional
terms ta ' aud tap ' arise due to the universality of the gravitational interaction.

2.S Dynamics constrained by duality

The problem of finding exact solutions of this highly non-linear set of PG-equations
is rather uu surmount able without a means of reducing the differential order. As shown
iti a series of papers [7-16,18,92,93,104-100,111.112,121], the strategy of Belavin et al. [17]
ill the search for iustanton solutions [l] of the Yang-Mills equations has been found to be
transferable to PG-thcory. Accordingly, the Lorcutz (rotational) field momentum Xap *J b
related to the double dual of the curvature tensor

C-Ti1

by means of the modified double duality ansatz

-r=-e' ue1

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

involving the dimensionless constants f and i. The additional unit curvature tensor
2e' [«eJ p] is vital, inasmuch as it allows, after covariant differentiation, to compensate
for part of the gauge spin current. '*

11 Wallner [194] has considered an ansatz ia which i is not a constant, wheras Baekler et
al. |14] as well as Leuzen [94] have tentatively included an additional unit curvature tensor
of the pseudoscaSar type. Other exact solutions of the PG-theory can be found, amongst
others, in [22,27,95,117],

Then the 2nd field equation (2.2.S) can be mapped into the 2nd Bianchi identity (1.2.5),
provided the following algebraic relations between the irredncibte pieces of torsion and spin
are satisfied:

e.Wf.j^ZI'Or.,, (2.3.3)

(no summation overn). Here the abbreviations

c 1 =2T + ai , c2 = -47 + 02 , cj = 2 ( 7 - a s ) (2-3.4)

are introduced for later convenience. The relations (2.3.3) remind us of the 2nd field equa-
tion ("Cartau's equation")

ToB ' = (2.3.5)

of the Einstein-Cartan theory, where torsion is coupled likewise purely algebraically to the
spin tensor.

On the other hand, the modified double duality ansatz, (2.3.2) amounts to the following
algebraic restrictions on the irreducible pieces of the r/4-curvature:

(2.3.6)

(2.3.7)

(2.3.8)

2» (6. -I).

(2.3.9)

(2.3.10)

(2.3.11)

Observe that the scalar curvature F ia constant provided f ̂  — b6. Thereby the 2nd field
equation has been simplified to purely algebraic relations involving torsion and . .rvatisre.

The 1st field equation (2.2.7) , determining the propagation of the translations! field
momentum, contains the eiiergy~momentum current ta ', which depends qua •..'iU^aJly on
torsion and curvature. Again the duality ansatz is instrumental for "lineaih'ation". .liter
a tedious calculation [15,112], which will not be reproduced here, {? ".7) reduces to the
Einstein-type fi.ld equation

2-i\Gop{{}) + ̂ f}i}ol)\ =ltvae{{})-il»ae-¥llZQB (2,.'(,12)

with an effective "cosmological constant" given by

(for i?-be).



In the sequel, matter fields appear to reside on a purely Riemannian background. As
sources there occur, inter alia

and the non-linear contribution

(2.3.14)

(2.3.15)

due to spin. It can be derived in the way stated by varying the spin-square density

£T, = ell f- ( 1 )ry " ( I )rw a + ~Wrti ' <=V „ - -i-<s>r.y " <»V> J . (2.3.16)

Note that no singular terms arise in (2.3.16) for cn = 0, since the Cartan type relation
(2.3.3) forces the appropriate irreducible spin tensors Wr,y a to vanish simultaneously.
The tensor Zop is the contortional part of aaf and vanishes for Dirac fields, for example,
as will be explained in more detail below.

2.4 The reduced gravitational Lagranglan

In order to conclude these considerations, we would like to examine how the reduction
of the field equations is reflected in the Lagrangian (2.2.6) of the quasi-linear PG-theory.
This will be achieved [112] by inserting into (2.2.6) the duality ansatz, (2.3.2), the definition
(2.3.13) of the effective cosmological constant, and the identity

F = J +
(2.4.1)

involving the scalar curvature in a Ut or V4, respectively.
It should lie noted that this identity contains the proof of the local eqivalence of

Einstein's GR and the telcparaltelism theory 1-16,47,52,82,109,120,132-134,146,159,160,177].
The latter is characterised by vanishing (/(-curvature and the choice

O l = - 1 , a2 = 2 as = i

of the secondary constants in the translational gauge field momentum.
Then the following expression results for the effective.Lagrangian:

+ £

The density

(2.4-2)

. (2.4.3)

(2.4.4)

consists of two boundary terms. Only the first one is known to yield, after integration, a
characteristic iDdcx for topologkaliy non-trivial configurations, which is proportional to the
Euler number [128,130],
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Since the irreducible spin tensors, occurring in (2.4,3), project out irreducible torsion
tensors, the Cartan type relations (2.3.3) can be used to rewrite the effective gravitaional
Lagrangian finally as follows:

V3 = 2^J [±R{{)) ~ A,//] + £T* + £x . (2.4.5)
It can shown |94] that the substitution of the double duality ansatz (2.3.2) commutes with
the variation of the Lafrangian. It is now a familiar task to rederive the Einstein type field
equations (2.3.12) by varying (2.5.6) with respect to the metric j y .

2.5 Coupling to fermions

The Lagrangian of a matter field # depends on the contortion via the covariant exterior
derivative A . The part linear in the contortion may be split off from the rest by applying
Euler's theorem on homogeneous functions and the definition (1.9.2) of the spin tensor:

era °KO " + Z . (2.5.1)

Here £mai(e' a, * , / ? / ' * ) =: £mst({}) is the Lagrangian for vanishing contortion (1.5.10),
i.e., that one residing in a V4, and Z denotes a correction functional with a possibly non-
homogeneous dependence on the contortion. This can be inferred from the variatioaal
equation

^Lj = eKp m o J~^j • (2,5.2)

As an example, the Dirac Lagrangian

(2.5.3)

in a U4 has just this linear dependence on the contortion, see also [13J|. Then the spin is
independent from the contortion and Z vanishes. For a Rarita-Schwinger field, which is
a necessary ingredient for supergravity, the situation is similar. For a Proca field, i.e., a
massive spin-oue field, however, Z does not vanish any 1-jnger.

Let us turn to the calculation of the contribution of £mat to the effective gravitational
Lagrangiau. To this end we employ the expansion

Ko *i = MF'1 o + <«F« „ - |(")jp*y „ (2.5.4)

of the contortion in terms of irreducible tensors. For a dynamics constrained by duality,
the Cartan type relations (2.3.3) hold. Under these premises, the matter Lagrangian can
be split into a VVpart and spin-dependent terms:

Z'mlAe* a,*,Z>i*) = £mit({})-Z£r* + Z (2.5.5)
Thus, according to (2.2.1) and (2.4.5), the complete effective Lagrangian reads:

Z + (2.5.6)

In the Einstcin-Cartan theory, the spin square term (—£.ri) appearing in the Lagrangian
(2.5.6), is repulsive for a semjclassical spin .fluid [83] but attractive for Dirac fields
[76,77,135]. This is due to the fact that ra^ - ^TO^ is totally antisymmetric for
spinor fields, cf. also (30].



2.6 Effective EinEteinian gravity

The view has been put forward by Sakharov [150] that the conventional Hilbert-Einstein
gian, including a cosmotogical constant, does not lead to a fundamental microscopic

action, but rather represents an effective Lagrangian induced by quantum effects [2,202] in
interacting field theories; "The presence of the (Hilbert-Einstein) action leads to a metrical
elasticity of space, i.e., to generalised forces which oppose the curving of space." Not unre-
lated to this issue is the fact that GE in d > 1 dimensions is non-renormalizable according
to perturbation theory. Already in the "one-loop" or WKB- approximation, the divergences
stemming from the conventioual Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian have to be compensated by
eountertcrms quadratic in the curvature tensor. However, as Stelle [169] could show, a
theory whirl, from the outset, includes terms quadratic in the curvature, is renonnaliiable
to all orders and therefore microscopically acceptable, except for possible ghosts [178], If
these findings extend to quadratic PG-theorics with torsioD, the duality ansatz may be
regarded as a means which leads us from a. microscopically founded theory back again to a
macroscopically well-tested phcnomenological model. Indeed, as is revealed by the effective
Lagrangian (2.5.6), and even more explicitly by the Einstein type field equations (2.3.12) ,
the macroscopic metric background is determined in an almost Einsteinian manner by the
energy-momentum of the non-gravitational sources.

RHIt • (torsion) * (curvature)2

duolrty

Figure 3: Macroscopic versus microscopic gravity

Accordingly, we are inclined to view the reduction by means of duality as a decisive
step towards the understanding of the interrelation of microscopic and macroscopic grav-
ity. Formally, the resulting metrical background is determined by the Einstein-type field
equation (2.3.12), which couples to the covariant generalization of the Belinfante- Rosenfeld
symmetrized energy-momentum tensor ffQfl({}). As is well-known, cf. [57], the latter can
be identified with the metrical energy- momentum tensor

(2.6J)

which results from varying £mni({}) with respect to the metric.
The spin of matter, due to sojj, is acting as a.n additional source. Due to the J*-

coupling, however, this contribution, for macroscopic matter, b dimiuuitively small, like in
EC-theory cf. [143,182], Only at exceedingly high spin densities [37,76,80,88], or after a
renormalization of the conpling constants, this terms would become important.
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Moreover, the macroscopic correspondence with GR requires

7 = 2
(2.6.2)

For spinless matter this requirement implies dynamical t oreion for non-trivial configurations.
This is a consequence of the Cartan-type relation (2.3.3), in which essentially two cases are
to be distinguished:

A. Generic torsion, i.e., all tensors '"'Fag-y ^ 0. This necessarily leads to the so-called
Einstein choice

a, - - 1 , o2 = 2 , o» = -- . (2.6.3)

Note that the coefficient; in (2.6.3) occur also in the torsion square pieces of the decompo-
sition (2.4.1). For vanishing L^-curvature, these torsion square terms represent a specific
teleparallelism Lagrangian, namely that one, which is formally equivalent to the Hilbert-
Einstein Lagrangian. In the duality-constrained PG-theory, the [^-curvature does not
vanish, however.

= 0. For arbitrary *j this implies the so-called

0 , (2.6.4)

D. Vanishing axial torsion, i.e.,
viable set

known from extended teleparallelisni models. Note that (2X.4) is fulfilled for the purely
quadratic PG-model of Hehl ct al.[65] with at = -1,02 =2 , a5 = - 1 .

Therefore, in the limit of vanishing VA-curvature, the quadratic torsion terms in the
PG-Lagraagian reduce to those of extended teleparallelism models. The latter are known
to be indistiguishabl^ from Einstein's theory up to the 4th post-Newtonian approximation
[133,159,100], Moreover, the complete PG-Laprangian in vacuum reduces to that one of
Hilbert-Eiustein up to boundary terms, as can be read off from (2.5.6).

In the physically important case of the coupled PG-Maxwell system, the reduction
via duality yields an effective Einstein-Maxwell system. This is due to the fact that the
t/(l)-gauge potential does not carry dynamical spin, and, as a consequence, does not feel
torsion.

As a result, for non-trivial torsion configurations, the equation which remains to be
solved, is the double-duality ansatz (2.3.2).
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Port 3: Exact Bolutlona with dynamic torsion

3.1 Taub-NUT-deSitter configurations with axial torsion

VVi- are n»»v nr.-parcil to consider exact solutions of the Poincare fcauge theory with the
symmetry of tJie "'metrical back^ronud" given in advance. Provided the configuration with
jum-vnuisliius; torsiou satisfies tin- duality ansatz (2.3.2),we know from the reduction proce-
dure th;it the metric is determined by the Einstein type field equation (2.3.12). The most
interesting vacuum solution studied so far and solved in the case of PG-theory [lO5,ll|, is
the charged Toub-NUT solution with co.smological constant. We resume these investigations
aud write the line element m the canonical form

^ dps) , (3.1.1)

which reduces for vanishing NUT-par&meter b to a spherically symmetric metric in Schwarz-
sdiild coordinates. Thr radial function * can be obtained fron> Einstein's field equations
with Maxwell's energy-momentum tensor as a source:

- 3b4 '
(3.1.2)

Thi* is a special ww of the <;euera! 13-paraincter solution of Petrov type D discussed
by Ueijever ct ;d. [33,34,73]. One constant of iutegration is identified with the mass M,
whereas b is the NUT-puranictcr, Q the electric charge, and Acjf denotes the "effective
cosmolopical constant1' 15 (2.3.13). For the derivation of solutions with non-vanishing
torsion the following tetrad one-forms corresponding to the metric (3.1.1) are used:

(3.1.3)

With respect to this suitable choice of tetrads, concise expressions result for torsion
and curvature. The latter arc obtained by solving the duality ansatz (2.3.2). To this end
we consider au ansatz for torsion iu the compact (bivector)x(vector) representation, cf.|13],

/-Us -

F+ -< =

-Ui -Ui }

(3.1.4)

15 Compared to the solution (3.1.2), which has been checked usinp the computer algebra
systems REDUCE (SG| aud ORTOCARTAN [86], the expressions given by Demianski [35,36]
and Kramer et al.[S4| contain small calculational errors. For computer algebra systems
compare the review article of MacCallum [103].
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The (anholonomicI bivector iudicea A,B,... ranuing from 1 to 6, see jllS], correspond to
{iT,i9tii,e^>,i>t,r0 ) = (1,2,3,4.5,0). Our ansatz involves 6 functions U(r) for the torsion
which are assumed to depend solely on the radial coordinate r. Substitution of the tetrad
(3.1.3) and the torsion (3.1.4) into (2.3.2), yields a solution specified by the following 4
independent functions :

V(') ,
2fi2r

(3.1.5)

• I - . " '

The electromagnetic field strength of this configuration is given by the following noa-
trivial (anholonomic) components;

E, = F,, =
20-(r2 -&) 4Qbr

(3.1.6)

Again the highly nonlinear duality ansatz (2.3.2) could only be handled with the compu-
tatioaal aids of Hearn's aljrcbraic manip-Uation program REDUCE [60] and, in particular,
with Schrufer's EXCALC- package [157,158]. For later convenience let us present the irre-
ducible parts of the torsion tensor:

M

/ I 1 - \
• 1

- 1

1
• - 1 • /

, (TRATOR) (3.1.7)

1 1

- 1

1 /

.{AXITOR) (3.1.8)

Only the tensor part ' ^ F Q ^ 7 depends on Q2. Its bivector representation may be
derived by subtracting from (3.1.4) the given pieces. The tetrad (3.1.3), tbe torsion (3.1.4)
with (3.1.5), and the electromagnetic field strength (3.1.6) completely det rmine our Dew
charged Taub-NUT-deSitter solution with dynamic torsion (charged T N T - solution) [9|.
On par with thr translations] gauge field strength, i.e. the torsion, we exhibit also the
resulting rotational gauge field strength in terms of irreducible pieces of the curvature:

<»>/U B = 0 , [WEYL) , (3.1.9)
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- 1

( s ) F A
f i =

( O F B _

. _ 1 . .

. _ 1 .

• • - 1 •

(PSCALAR)

• • • 1

1 • - 1 •

1 • -1 -

-1

-1

- 1

, (PAIRCOM)

(3.1.10)
(3.1.11)

,(RICSYMF) (3.1.12)

= 0

(c) F B

• • 1/

(RICANTI)

• • \

1 /

(3.1.13)

(3.1.1*)

Observe that, contrary to corresponding Vt solutions of Einstein's theory, we have a van-
ishing Weyl tensor iu t/4. Nevertheless, a vanishing Wcyl tensor it u 17, does not lead to a
cunformally flat metric. With exception of Sect. 5.4., the charge Q will be put zero in the
following.

3.2 DeSitter adapted frame

At first, the Taub-Nut-like solution with torsion was found in half-null tetrads with
respect to Eddinuton-Finkebtein- coordinates [105]. Since these frames cannot be visualized
easily, we passed over to Schwarzschild-typc coordinates and the correponding frame

(3.2.1)

For these tetrads, both the connection and the gauge field strengths assume a rather com-
plicated form. la particular, for A,// —> 0 and b —> 0, the connection does not reduce to
that adapted to teleparallelism. It is possible, however, to transform the tetrad and the
connection by a local, i.e., spacetime dependent Lorentz transformation

e = A fi(x)Ljp (3.2.2;

to such a distiujjuished frame, where

A"
1 [I 1 _ 1 - I - J .

/ 2 * I 2* !'* (3.2.3)

With respect to the resulting tetrad one-forms (3.1.3), the anholonomic connection coeffi-
oients are listed as follows:

r HMr + t?) _ \eff b{r* -

r - _ r

1 ei>f - L eli

(3.2.4)

In the limit 6 ^ 0 , these coefficients, in terms of spherical coordinates, ar<̂  redncing tf»
those of the deSitter connection

r ~ r —

( 3 . 2 . 5 )

In Cartesian coordinates, th<> latter even vanish identically for A.rff -* 0. Since we recover
thereby some of the teleparallelism aspects (see Section 3.6), the tetrad one-forms (3.1.3)
are suitable for the deSitter and even the teleparallelism limit. They constitute a "deSitter
adapted frame" (SAF).
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3.3 Conditions on the coupling constants

In the following we want to examine in more detail the various subcases of the PG-
theory for which our non-trivial torsion configuration (3.1.5) is a solution. This amounts
to a specification of the secondary constants in the gauge field momenta (2.2-4,5) of the
quasi-linear Lagrangian (2.2.6). We find the following 3 cases:

A. Generic torsion

Inspection of the torsion (3.1.5) reveals that ir general all irreducible parts are non-
vauishing. In particular, the solution has non-vanishing axial torsion

5*.„
for arbitrary 6- As shown in Section 2.6 , for 7 = 1/2 this necessarily leads to the choice of
parameters

fll = - l , a2 = 2 , os = 1 / 2 , (3.3.2)

i.e., to the so-called Einstein choice.
By comparing the t/4-curvature (3.1.9-14) of the solution with the irreducible decom-

position (2.3.C-11) of the duality ansatz, the following restrictions on some of the remaining
coupling constants can be extracted. We find

fta = 6, = « , 1/x = 0 , A = 0 , JLefj^O , (3.3.3)

whereas K, &J, 6$ are left arbitrary.

Bl. Vanishing axial tor?ion

From our general considerations in Section 2.6 we know that the requirement F[og^ = 0
leads, for 7 = 1/2 , to the so-called viable set with

at = - 1 , 02-2. (3.3.4)

Vanishing axial torsion in the solution (3.1.5) can be enforced by the condition

b(l- * A t / / f t » ) = 0 . (3.3.5)

Via one irreducible piece of the BiaDchi identity (1.2.4), see [63], wFafils (PAER.COM)
vanishes.

Then the torsion with respect to the tetrad (3.1.3) simplifies to the form

M
2br

fr3 - r 3

2br

br
-br

-br r2

- r s -fir )

(3.3.6)

As has been shown earlier [9,ll,140-142,205| this represents a S0(3)-symtnetric torsion.
Observe that dynamic torsion can only survive for non-vanishing mass M, contrary to
(3.1.5). With the choice (3.3.5), only WFaplS, <*>FO/M, and <»F t t / j7, (!)fo(,7 remain
non-zero.

The irreducible decomposition of the duality ansatz, implies

l>* = ( , 1/X = 0 , A = 0 , A t / / jt 0 , (3.3.7)

and K, 62,b3, and 65 are left arbitrary.

B2. Of 3(-iHvariant solution

There occurs also a third case which is trivial with respect to the NUT-parameter. For
b —• 0, the SO(3)-syittmetry is directly extended to 0(3)-symmetry which includes spatial
reflections. Then (3.3.C) passes into the spherically symmetric solution obtained by Baekler
[8], but given now in a Lorentz rotated frame, cf. [9].In this particular limit the axial part
of the torsion vanishes identically and the only surviving curvature pieces are ^Fa^t and
the curvature scalar ' 6 '
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S.4 Charged TNT-aolution in brief

Our search for solutions can hr summarized as follows: Let a charged Taub-NUT-
deSiucr coufi^ui-ntiou with axial toi'iou bo jjiveu by the tetrads (3.1.3), the torsion (3.1.4),
;mJ ihr electromagnetic field strength (3.)..6( with the functions (3.1.2) and (3.1.5) depend-
ing uu the free parameters {M,Q,b, AE/_f}.Theu duality demands

\eff = A +
(3.4.1)

where {la, i'- A. f>u} arc constanta of the gravitationalLagrangian and £ is unspecified so fax.
Consider now the following class of gravitational Lagr&ngians:

= V s(0,0,-l ,2,a3 , 1,6J,&J,fc4,&s A ) (3-4.2)

(3.4.3)

(3.4.4)

(3.4.5)

The TNT-configuriLtion is a solution, provided we have

M,Q,K,lQrba,btM,b6 = free

and

3.5 Properties of the new solution

The metrical spacptime of the TNT-solution given by (3.1.2) exhibits horizons J25, CS,
110], which for .\ctt - 0 aro located at r± •= A/ ± n/A/-J + 62.

What about tnrsioa? Basically, one should expect that the structure of the metrical
background is also reflected in the torsion. However, in the de Sitter adapted frame (SAF)
, the torsion as well as the curvature tensors are completely regular for b ^- 0. That this is
au inherent property of the solutions can be read off from the quadratic invariants of the
gauge Geld strengths:

Quadratic invariants of the TNT-snlution

(3.5.1)

irreducible tensor?

wFa01s ^F°^

( c ) F Q , 7 i IVF"*-'6

{i)Fa?1
 |1)F°»''

^Fa?1 ( ' J)F°^

lh

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

v;

0

Ml

-

A comparison of the V\ and the t/^eun'ature tensors as well as the quadratic invariants
reveals the interesting fact that the Weyl part of the Vt curvature is compensated by torsion
such that the corresponding curvature tensor ^Fas-,t vanishes identically in the U4 . As
can be seen from the decomposition of the curvature into Riemannian and non-Riemannian
pieces, some of the mass dependent terms are "eaten-up" by the torsion which grows heavy,
i.e. torsion itself becomes proportional to mass M.

Further physical properties of the solution can be read off from contributions of the
gravitational gauge fields to the energy-momentum and the spin. Substitution of (3.1.5)
into (1.9.8) yields a vanishing energy-momentum of the translational part, i.e.

• = o , (3.5.2)

whereas the (Lorentz,-) rotational contribution becomes non-trivial. The duality constraint
(2.3.2) yields for the energy of the Lorentz gauge bosons
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which, upon substitution of the solution, becomes

- I - 1

a ;• r-
{3.5.4)

For the corresponding spin tensor a typical component reads

(3.5.5)

Moreover the complexes (1.10.0,7) for mergy-momentum and spin have been calculated
with Sc.hrufer's EXCALC- package for REDUCE. W> found the energy density £, ' and
the radial momentum density if ' of the euergy-momentum complex both to be vanishing.
The tensor densities ca ' and <.ntl ' yield upon integration particle-like properties, i.e. the
mass M and the spia. The spin turns nut to be proportional to the NUT- parameter b,
justifying the uf.tk.u of dual i;i;^i. rf. [113,139,108], Further details will be worked out in
a forthcoming psiblioati-. a.

3.6 Limits of the PoiiicartS gauge theory

Various limitinp; rases of tbe I'G theory have been discussed earlier on the basis of the
field equations [7.US] or on the basis of the LagTaiigian [13S]. As a common ground for a
eumpnrisou of thcic considerations, the quasi-linear PG-Lagrangian (2.2.6) is adopted and
explicitly written in terms of irreducible tensors. By including also all dimension dependent
physical constants we have

= hcSL - A - J bk J . (3.6.
J

1)

Remember, that f0 = */SirliGx/c* denotes the Flanck length. Besides the scalar
curvature piece of the Einstein-Cartau theory, we have torsion square terms which refer
to the teleparallism aspects of the model. The additional curvature square terms for the
Lorentz gauEe bosons describe, according to one strand of ideas |58,124,125], the dynamics
of strongly interacting tensor fields. These may provide us a classical model of confinement
[05,71.110,125,105,166] and are expected to become dominant in the strong coupling limit.

Since solutions with non-triviaj torsion of the gravitational Lagrangi&n {3.4.2} may also
scale according to the choice of the coupling constants, limiting cases of the PG theory can
be analysed more reliable after inserting on exact solution. As an example, we consider the
new TNT-solutiou together with its subcases for which all quadratic torsion and curvature
invariants are known from the proceeding Section.

For reasons of illustration, we insert at first only the curvature invariants and note also
that (3.3.3) holds for the solution. Then only the squared curvature scalar

(3.6.2)
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contributes to (3.C.l).Thu3 the Lagrangian for the TNT-solution reduces to

(3.6.3)

The last term originates from tbe background of constant curvature which is proportional
to u.

A. Telt'paralleliMn limit

For K — 0 we retain the torsion square terms of extended teleparallelism theories
in which rotational degrees of freedom are frozen out. This is in compliance with earlier
suggestions [7,14,58,121], and au also be read off from the curvature tensor (3.1.9-14).
Note, however, that for the TNT-solution these terms are already zero. This is what one
would have expected from ,i rornparisou with the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian in a Vt after
inserting, fur instance, the NUT-solution ( without cosmological constant ) .

B. Strong coupling limit.

Iu the limit K — x the strongly interacting curvature terms dominate and the world
would collapse to a deSiucr space with ao extremly small radius Re := ^/tpL^J ~ l$/y/ii.
(Mistakenly. in [138] this was considered as a "microscopic low energy-limit" by disregarding
the scaling behaviour of the solution)

C. Classical limit

Tbe limit h -* 0 is more delicate due to the appearence of t! ? Planck length in (3,6.3)
and can only be performed for our configuration if K scales to order h1. For solution
configurations which do not depend (implicitly) on ft, the classical limit, in the general
case, would lead to

£ ~A - £ ln)F'3'

3.7 Extra torsion: A solution to the cosmological constant problem?

In gauge theories of particle physics, the vacuum energy density tva.c gives rise to a
huge cosmoiogical constant A = l%fvac. This is due to the fact that the vacuum fluctuations
feel all the complicated physics originating from tbe Higgs vacuum, the fermion and gaug-e
field condensates etc.. The non-zero vacuum expectation value cr =< 0|#|0 > of tbe Higgs
field 0, for instance, will contribute typically about 10-6cm~J to this coi tant, whereas
the macroscopically observed cosmological constant Acff is less than 10~S6ctn~a. Since <r
is temperature dependent at the early stages of thi universe, the exact fine-tuning of the
various vacuum contriiiutions to a very small \tJf in the low temperature regime of today
appears to be one of the great mysteries about unification JSl].



Recently, Rubakov and Shaposhnikov |145] have proposed an interesting "solution" to
this problem by rising, a la Kaluga-Klein (see Chodos [28] and Mielke [115] for reviews), the
number of dimensions of sp;i<-ctimc to d > i. They found a solution to a higher dimensional
theory of gravity with non-compact internal dimensions on a spacetime obeying the standard
Einstem equation in a \\ with an arbitrary' (possibly aero) value of h.ejj. For a Lagrangiau
which is polynomial in the1 curvature up to the degree d/2 ("dimensional extended Euler
terms", [149,170,207], a vanishing effective cosmological constant is, according to Deruelle
ami Madore [39], a stable D:\-pouH.

Since the quadratic PG-theorv (with torsion!) is a promising model even in higher
dimensions [75], the following supplementary possibility concerning the cosmological con-
stant problem suggests itself: For PG-thcories with duality constraint, the value of \efj
appearing in tlie Einstein type equation (2.3.i2) for the metric depends on the choice of
the coupling- constants. Since (2.3.13) involves, via the relation (2.3.11) for the curvature
scalar, che coupling constant l/i; of the hypothetical Lorenti gauge bosons ("tordions"),
the effective cosmological constant

(3.7.1)

is parti .-illy of mien .sr-opic origin. Superficially, it can be given any value, thus resembling
tlu- ltuliakitv-Sli.'iposhuikov mechanism of "compactincation". Then, by an appropriate
adjustment of the constants, the metrical background could remain Ricci-flat. Inasmuch
a*, PG-theory resides in a If ieinaun-Cartaii spacetime, possible effects of torsion have to be
taken into account, however.

In order to bring the>e effects into sharp focus, let us consider the 0(3)-symmetyric
torsion soluti'-.u [9] of the duality-constrained PG-theory:

M

/ I 1 • • ^

• 1 -

— 1
1 • /

n i
- i

- l

t

(3.7.2)

It is written here in a deSitter-adnpted frame [9], and, in compliance with our former
considerations, "lives" in a Sehwarischild-dfSitter space given by (3.1.1,2). Observe that
the vacuum torsion rises asymptotically as (l/24)(4A,.;; — F)r, even for a vanishing A,f/
in the metric. A related suggestion has been made by Hawking [56] by considering the
cosmoUigicil contribution of the 3rd-rauk tensor potential ("3-irjdex photon field"), which
resuhs from tic dimensional reduction of 11-dimensional simple supergravity.

In our case, however, the torsion remains concealed empirically. The reason is, as for
example Stoepcr ;md Yasbkiu [172.20G] have shown, that macroscopioc test bodies would
not fee! the linearly rising contortion of the world.

Although these findings are by no means conclusive, a new facet is added to the cos-
raological constant problem by admitting dynamical torsion.

- 5 5 -
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